FROM LP2B

2-6 Sq.mm / 4 Sq.mm G. THW IN W/R 100x100MM.

1P 32AT

3x 4WL Cu. BUSBARS 125A. WITH 100% NEUTRAL AND 25% GROUND BUS.

1P 16AT  1P 20AT  1P 32AT  1P 20AT

SPARE   SPACE   SPACE

2-2.5 Sq.mm THW IN EMT. 1/2"

2-4 Sq.mm / 2.5 Sq.mm G. THW IN EMT. 1/2"

2-6 Sq.mm / 4 Sq.mm G. THW IN EMT. 3/4"

LIGHTING

RECEPTACLE

AC/DC CONDITIONER (C/D/C)

CU 2-05 (ที่อยู่ประชุม 2.5)
2ND FLOOR

FROM LP2B

2-6 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN W/W, 100x100mm.

1P 32AT

3Ø 4W., Cu. BUSBARS 125A. WITH 100% NEUTRAL AND 25% GROUND BUS.

1P 16AT
1P 20AT
1P 32AT
1P 20AT

SPARE SPACE SPACE

2-2.5 Sq.mm. THW
IN EMT #1/2"

2-4 Sq.mm./2.5 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN EMT #1/2"

2-6 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN EMT #3/4"

LIGHTING RECEPTACLE AIR CONDITION (24,000 BTU)
FROM LP 2A-XX

2-3 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW IN W/W.100x100MM.

1P 32AT

3Ø 4W., Cu. BUSBARS 125A. WITH 100% NEUTRAL AND 25% GROUND BUS.

1P 16AT 1P 20AT 1P 32AT 1P 20AT

SPARE SPACE SPACE

2-2.5 Sq.mm. THW IN 3MT.Ø1/2".

2-1 Sq.mm./2.5 Sq.mm.G. THW IN 3MT.Ø1/2".

2-5 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW IN 3MT.Ø3/4".

LIGHTING RECEPTACLE AIR CONDITION (24,000Btu)
2ND FLOOR

FROM LP 2A-XX

1P 32AT

3Ø 4W, Cu. BUSBARS 125A. WITH 100% NEUTRAL AND 25% GROUND BUS.

1P 16AT
1P 20AT
1P 32AT
1P 20AT

SPARE SPACE SPACE

2-2.5 Sq.mm. THW
IN EMT.61/2"

2-4 Sq.mm./2.5 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN EMT.61/2"

2-6 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN EMT.63/4"

LIGHTING
RECEPTACLE
AIR CONDITION
(24,000 BTU)

CU 2-08 (ห้องประชุม 2.8)
2ND FLOOR

FROM LP 2A-XX

2-6 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN 1/4" EMT x 100x100MM

1P 32AT

3# 4W., 0A. BUSSEARS 125A. WITH 100% NEUTRAL AND 25% GROUND BUS

1P 16AT
1P 20AT
1P 32AT
c
1P 32AT
1P 20AT

SPARE SPACE SPACE SPACE SPACE SPACE SPACE

2-2.5 Sq.mm. THW
IN EMT 1/2"

2-4 Sq.mm./2.5 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN EMT 1/2"

2-6 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN EMT 1/4"

LIGHT
RECEPTACLE
AIR CONDITION (24,000BTU)
AIR CONDITION (24,000BTU)
FROM LP 2A-XX

2-6 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN W/W.100x100MW.

2-1.5 Sq.mm. THW
IN MT.41/2"

2-4 Sq.mm./2.5 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN MT.41/2"

2-4 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN MT.43/4"

CB 1C
KVS:10 kA
AT 400 VAC

2ND FLOOR

36 4W., Cu. BUSBARS 125A, WITH 100% NEUTRAL AND 25% GROUND BUS

IP 16AT
1P 20AT
1P 32AT
1P 32AT
IP 23AT
SPARE
SPACE
SPACE
SPACE
SPACE
SPACE

LIGHT
RECEPTACLE
AIR CONDITION
(2A-0.004kW)
(Hanging)
HOLDING BAY
FROM LP 2A-XX

2-6 Sq.mm./4 Sq.mm.G. THW
IN W/W.100x100MM.

1P 32AT

3Ø 4W. Cu. BUSBARS 125A. WITH 100% NEUTRAL AND 25% GROUND BUS.

1P 16AT
1P 16AT
1P 20AT

SPARE SPACE

2-2.5 Sq.mm. THW
IN EMT.1/2"